Wyszukaj miejsce: Discover the region

The Kamieniec Castle
The Kamieniec Castle is one of the main symbols of the Krosno
region, the seat of the Kamieniecki family and the place of the
most famous feud over a border
Telefon: 788 837 412

Iwonicz
This large village, part of which has become the most famous
spa of Podkarpacie, is known for the historic wooden church
and the old manor house complex
Telefon:

ul.
Kopalniana
35, 38-458
Bóbrka

Museum of Petroleum and Gas Industry
Bóbrka is where the world petroleum industry was born and
visitors can learn about its history in the unique museum,
opened on the grounds of the
Telefon: +48 13 43 33 478

Kopytowa

Kopytowa 1, The village is known for its magnificent and unique Museum of
38-459
Nobility Culture, established in a fortuitously saved old
Kopytowa residence from the turn of the
Telefon: +48 788 837 412; 888 959 661

Stępina
One of the most important military attractions in Poland and
the biggest above-ground railway bunker in the world.
Everybody knows it was visited by Hitler
Telefon:

Haczów
Haczów is one of the most recognisable villages in the
Podkarpacie region, primarily thanks to the majestic wooden
Assumption of Holy Mary and Michael
Telefon:

Blizne
Blizne is widely known for its All Saints church, which is a
UNESCO World Heritage Site and one of the most appreciated
historic buildings in the region. The
Telefon:

Maria Konopnicka Museum

Żarnowiec Żarnowiec owes its fame to the Maria Konopnicka Museum in
132, 38-460 the local manor house, where the poet spent the last years of
Żarnowiec her life, and which she received
Telefon:

Jasienica Rosielna
The village of Jasienica Rosielna, whose name is widely
recognised thanks to the dairy cooperative, was once a town. It
is also known for its sweeping
Telefon:

Dukla
This charming little town is adorned with pearls of Rococo
architecture and made famous by the literary work of Andrzej
Stasiuk, who aptly named Dukla
Telefon:

Jaśliska
There is no doubt that Jaśliska is an iconic place. However, to
appreciate this village, lost among the low mountains of Beskid
Niski, one needs a special
Telefon:

Bałucianka
A visit to Bałucianka will give you a taste of what it is like to
wander around the Beskid Niski mountain range. At the same –
with the beautiful
Telefon:

Krempna
Krempna is the seat of the Magura National Park and a popular
Krempna 14 tourist centre famous for its beautiful Lemko Orthodox church,
the unique wartime cemetery
Telefon:

www.visitkrosno.pl

